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NEWSLETTER - SPRING 2020 
Well here we are….Spring has sprung again and I am sure that we are all looking forward to some warmer weather. What 
a crazy Winter is was ! From lockdown to freedom and to parts of our country being in lockdown again, it certainly has 
been a season we will never forget and one that will have changed us all forever ! 

Here at the home base of Tiffin Motorhomes Australia on the beautiful Gold Coast we have been extremely lucky 
throughout this pandemic in the fact that we haven’t had a lockdown so far and life for us all here has been relatively 
normal, with just the social distancing and some compliance issues to deal with….. fingers crossed this continues. Many of 
our southern based Tiffin owners have not been so lucky unfortunately and our thoughts are with everyone that is 
currently feeling the major effects of the current lockdowns.   

The overseas travel bans and border restrictions have seen many Aussies look towards travel domestically and the Caravan 
& RV industry in general has seen a huge increase in enquiry and demand. Here at Tiffin Motorhomes Australia, things 
have been incredibly busy with motorhomes being snapped up within weeks of availability. It has been a constant game 
of catch up to try and fulfill the demand for premium motorhomes that provide a genuine alternative to luxury apartment 
living - on wheels! 

As far as our news goes, the end of July saw the departure of Jai from the team, off to do some travelling himself – we 
thank him for his efforts and wish him all the best !  We also welcomed three new people to the production team; Steve, 
Aiden & Matt bring a range of skills and experiences to compliment our final build production process under the guidance 
of highly experienced Ash; our production team and workshop manager.  

Murray, took off to Tiffin HQ in the USA in early July to keep a close eye on production and to catch up with plans for the 
future. Co-incidentally, the MY2021 vehicles are now in production and whilst it was too early to see a completed vehicle 
with all of the MY21 changes, we can tell you that some of the factory changes coming are; ESC (electronic stability 
control), incorporation of the auto levelling system into the digital instrument cluster, replacement of the ‘Solafina’ décor 
package with ‘Dior’, a recessed cooktop and ‘counter matching’ cooktop cover, redesign of the wardrobe to be able to 
incorporate the fitment of a washer / dryer combo. machine. 

We also decided upon our standard range of 6 colourschemes for the MY2021 models and those colours are; ‘Sierra Mist’, 
‘Desert Storm’, ‘Waterfall’, ‘Gold Coral’, ‘Snowy Mountain’ and ‘Silver Sand’.  

Some local changes that we have planned to be able to incorporate into our ‘final build’ are an improved ‘off grid’ power 
supply system and upgrade option, addition of interior options such as extra downlighting, strip accent lighting and 
macerator toilets are but a few of the options available. 

In conclusion….it’s is all happening here and the next evolution of Tiffin motorhomes will take things to the next level ! 

At the end of this newsletter you will find a summary of the interior options and the standard colours for the 2021 model 
Tiffin Allegro Breeze 33IBR. There is a new brochure for 2021 in production right now and once it is finished I will send it 
out to you all ! Until then, if you are remotely interested in acquiring for yourself what is undoubtedly the finest ‘A class’ 
motorhome on the Australian market from one of the best motorhome manufacturers in the world, contact us now for 
more information. We look forward to hearing from you soon and assisting you with your dreams ! 

Roughing it smoothly ! Wherever you go – we go ! 
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Welcome new Tiffin owners 
 

 

  

 

 

Murray handing over this very special motorhome to Sharon & Glenn ! 

‘ Roughing it smoothly !’ 

Louisa & Jeff… 

Jeff & Louisa are no strangers to 
Tiffin motorhomes having 
previously owned an earlier 
model Allegro Breeze.  

The sale of their last Tiffin 
motorhome left a void in their 
lives that just had to be filled 
and the stunning 2019 Allegro 
Breeze 33IBR ‘White Mahogany’ 
demonstrator was the vehicle 
they chose to get back on the 
road.  

After a month or so of 
preparation they they are now 
‘on the road’ heading up to 
North Queensland to finish up 
the Winter and enjoy their 

    

 
Sharon & Glenn… 

In the middle of June, Sharon 
& Glenn took delivery of 
their long awaited brand 
new ‘custom’ colour scheme 
Allegro Breeze 33IBR. Very 
eagerly anticipated and built 
to the highest of specs, once 
completed, this turned in to 
probably the most unique 
and stunningly special Tiffin 
motorhomes ever built in 
Australia. 

Within two days of handover 
Sharon and Glenn took off to 
Far North Queensland for a 
well deserved break and a  
month long adventure in 
luxury !  

 

Louisa couldn’t make it, but here is Jeff & Murray ‘bumping elbows’ 
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Courtney & family … 

The end of June saw Courtney visit our 
dealership and  after viewing all of our stock he 
fell in love with the stunning, pre-owned 2017 
Allegro Breeze ‘Nasa’ 32IBR motorhome and 
had to take it home ! 

Running a big business leaves little time to relax 
so Courtney plans to take off with his wife and 
son on an extended family holiday for a few 
months. 

 

Heather & Theo… 

Heather and Theo were frequent 
overseas travellers until Covid-19 
hit and travel bans were put in 
place.  

Looking for a good alternative way 
of travelling domestically they 
were told about Tiffin 
motorhomes by a friend. After a 
few phone calls, many emails and 
videos, they decided upon the 
gorgeous brand new MY 2020 
‘Sierra Mist’, selected a fantastic 
bunch of options and headed up to 
Qld in mid July for their handover.  

A couple of days later they took off 
on their 5,000km return journey 
home to SA via the NT to avoid any 
issues with borders in NSW. 

No mean feat for first time 
motorhomers ! Well done to you 
both and we look forward to 
seeing you again soon.  

 

Courtney, Murray & ‘Nasa’ 

Heather, Theo & ‘Sierra Mist’ 
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Wrap up… 

Winter was an extremely busy season for us here at Tiffin Motorhomes Australia, in addition to all of the above recent 
Winter handovers, five more brand new motorhomes have been sold with handovers scheduled up until Xmas 2020. 

I look forward to introducing them all to you next issue, but for now, the entire team here at Tiffin Motorhomes Australia 
congratulates and wishes Louisa & Jeff, Sharon & Glenn, Courtney & family, Heather & Theo and Lyn & Barry all the very 
best in their travels around our beautiful country, we welcome you all to the Tiffin family and look forward to being a 
part of your adventures in the future.  best in their travels around our beautiful country, we welcome you all to the Tiffin 

               

 

Lyn & Barry… 

The stunning brand new 
Allegro Breeze 33IBR ‘Gold 
Coral’ was snapped up within a 
week of its arrival here !  

Gold Coast locals; Lyn & Barry 
were the lucky new owners 
looking to upgrade and travel 
in a bit more style & comfort. 

Optioned to the hilt, Lyn & 
Barry took delivery in late July 
and soon after took off on a 
mini adventure to get used to 
everything ! 

Barry (driving) and Lyn as passenger heading off  
In ‘Gold Coral’! 

Arriving early Sept MY2020 – ‘Sierra Mist’ - SOLD Arriving late Sept MY2020 – ‘Sierra Mist’ - SOLD 

Arriving mid Oct. MY2021 – ‘Sierra Mist’ - SOLD Arriving late Oct. MY2021 – ‘Waterfall’ - SOLD 
Here now ! 

MY2020 – ‘Desert Sand’ - SOLD 
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Incoming new motorhomes 

As this Spring issue of our newsletter is coming to you, there are two more UNSOLD brand new Tiffin motorhomes in ‘the system’ 
and on their way to Australia over the next few months. Either of these are available to secure NOW and avoid the normal 6mth 
lead time; ‘Snowy Mountain’ and ‘Silver Sand’ are heading this way so if as you read this you are thinking to yourself…. maybe 
this is the time…then don’t hesitate, contact us now to find out more ! 

                          

                          ARRIVING NOVEMBER - ‘Snowy Mountain’  MY2021 – FOR SALE                                      ARRIVING DECEMBER - ‘Silver Sand’ MY2021 – FOR SALE 

In stock Pre-Owned motorhomes 

Only one pre-owned and hardly used luxury motorhome is currently left with us for sale, We are assisting the current owner to 
find it a new home; built in 2013 ‘Silver Sand’ and having travelled just over 41,000km this represents excellent value for money 
at the asking price of $285,000 plus on road costs, click HERE to view more or contact us today if you are interested in taking a 
closer look. 
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BELGIAN  ULTRA LEATHER WHITE MAPLE  ULTRA LEATHERCOCOON  ULTRA LEATHER
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SAND CASTLE (S)

MAT  T  FINISH VINYL TILE

            SEA OAT (O)
MAT  T FINISH VINYL TILE

CAFE II

SPLASH BACK

COUNTER  TOP

MOCHA
                             TIMBER

NATURAL ALDER

                             TIMBER

CABINETRY

FLOORING SEATING

MIST II

SPLASH BACK

COUNTER  TOP

DIOR

SPLASH BACK

COUNTER  TOP

2021 
INTERIOR 
DECOR33 IBR



G6  DESERT STORM

G6  SNOW Y MOUNTAIN

G6  WATERFALL

G6  SIERRA MIST

G6  GOLD CORAL

G6  SILVER SAND

2021 EXTERIOR
COLOURS (STD)33 IBR




